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In order to continue enjoying our site, we ask that you confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you very much for your cooperation. Welcome to Mrs Pleasant's APUSH website! This page will be used in conjunction with our CANVAS course to communicate messages, expectations and teaching materials. By the end of the school
year, this page will be a treasure trove of APUSH resources! Come back often for updates. Page 2 Our schools... ∨ Chromebook's Plan B: All students returning to personal learning must bring their fully charged Chromebook, and students always keep their Chromebooks with them. Participants who have problems with their
Chromebook should leave their device on the table inside the Rm 209 with their name and issue taped to it. An exchange will be prepared and delivered. Keep your charger! Plan C (Remote Students Only): Do you need to change a Chromebook? Fill out this form to request a device exchange. Exchanges can be made on Fridays 7a 12p. Technology support Referred to the Technology Information page for students and parents (link is under Hickory Ridge News) for guidance with technology. The year-long course discusses the people, events, and ideas that have shaped the course of modern American history. Throughout the course, students will learn about a
variety of topics, including: Colonization in America The American Revolution The basics of the American Form of Government National Expansion in the U.S. The emergence of sectionalism The emergence of slavery Various regional lifestyles in the U.S. Industrialization and economic expansion in the U.S. Civil War, World War I, World
War II, and various regional military conflicts The Great Depression and New Deal Major cultural and social movements in the U.S. Important events in contemporary America After course completion , students should be able to answer a variety of questions related to American history and demonstrate civics skills. Student goals include:
Understanding American colonization and its lasting impact on the developing nation. Identify the basic thoughts and ideas contained in the Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Constitution, and the Bill of Rights. Describe American national expansion. Explain the cause and effects of a host of military conflicts that begin with the
American Revolution and end with the conflict in Iraq. Identify the characteristics of the Industrial Revolution in the United States. Describe isolationism, nationalism and imperialism. Compare and contrast major cultural and social changes throughout American history. Understand the great events of the Cold War. Describe the major
issues affecting nations today, including globalization, population growth and immigration. Show scientific writing, critical thinking, and Skills. Understand the difference between primary and secondary sources. Category: History &amp; Social Sciences
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